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Reddit’s $10B is thanks to
record user inflow
brought by meme stock
headlines
Article

The news: Reddit raised $700M, led by Fidelity, lifting its valuation by 67% since its last

round in February, per the Wall Street Journal.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/reddit-taps-investor-appetite-for-startups-further-raising-valuation-11628766000
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By the numbers: Reddit has lagged behind its social-media peers like Twitter and Facebook
in generating revenue from users. But its value has jumped as its advertising revenue reached
$100 million for the �rst time in Q2, a 192% rise YoY.

The meme stock boost: The massive inflow of Reddit users didn’t just boost specific stocks’

valuations—it also raised the value of Reddit itself by adding more users, and in turn, more ad

revenue.

Retail investors flocked to Reddit forums like r/Cryptocurrency and r/WallStreetBets to

inform their investing strategies. The latter forum now has over 10.7 million members, up from

around 4 million at the start of the year. The growing number of platform users has provided a

crucial tailwind to its ad revenue.

In addition, Fidelity’s leadership of the round is further evidence that the meme stock boom

played a big part in the increase in Reddit’s valuation, as the leading broker is very familiar

with its benefits: Fidelity added 1.6 million retail investors 35 years old and younger in Q1, a

222% increase YoY.

Retail traders don’t tell the whole story: Meme stock stories helped spread brand awareness

beyond the day trader community.

Membership ballooned across all forums on the social media platform, not just investment-

related. In the US, among all major social networks, Reddit’s 2021 percentage of growth only

lagged behind TikTok. The company’s age makes this all the more impressive: It was founded

in June 2005.

Looking ahead: Future steps for the company include international expansion and moving

the platform further from its text and links origin and more toward video. The ability to create

video content should further encourage engagement among retail investors using the

platform as it o�ers another medium to more easily discuss and exchange investing ideas.

For more information on what’s next for Reddit, read this article from our eMarketer Briefing.

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/13/reddit-fresh-off-a-10-billion-valuation-plans-a-strong-international-push-ceo-says-.html
https://www.ft.com/content/0029521a-0cb1-400b-9723-a248b4d3ff2d
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/social-media-like-reddit-outweighs-traditional-risk-reward-assessments-young-retail-investors-strategize
https://www.businessinsider.com/wallstreetbets-fastest-growing-subreddit-hits-58-million-users-2021-1?r=US&IR=T
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/05/05/fidelity-adds-4point1-million-new-clients-in-the-first-quarter-of-2021.html
https://chart-na1.emarketer.com/247158/us-social-network-user-growth-by-platform-2020-2021-change

